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The PIeR Project

ePDP @ SAME

Piloting

SCHOOL POLICY
Staff allocated & implementation

STAFF DEVELOPMENT JULY 2008

ePDP ART & DESIGN

SAME PLAN & eSTRATEGY

UoB ePDP Framework

PILOT SEPT. 2008
ALL FIRST YEAR STUDENTS

EVALUATION & ADJUSTMENT

EVALUATION STAFF & STUDENTS JAN 2009

2 Pilots SEPT 07/08
WebCT & Pebble Pad

ISSUES ARISING
Restrictions and lack of flexibility

REFLECT
FULL IMPLEMENTATION FOR TEACHER TRAINING

TRAINING STAFF & STUDENTS SEPT 2008-ON-GOING

ON-GOING EVALUATION

Embedding

IMPLEMENTATION FOR ALL SAME STUDENTS

INVESTIGATING ePDP SOFTWARE
e.g. Mahara

NEW UNIVERSITY VLE
In Place

FURTHER ADJUSTMENTS 2009/2010

Informing

EMBEDDING CULTURALLY

INTEGRATION OF MOODLE & MAHARA FOR FURTHER IMPLEMENTATION

Issues Arising:
Restrictions and lack of flexibility

Integration:
New University VLE
In Place

Further Adjustments:
2009/2010

Process:
Piloting
Embedding
Informing
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